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Black dot campaign
Call for help victims of domestic abuse

Dublin New York Los Angeles London, 23.05.2017, 17:45 Time

USPA NEWS - IF YOU NOTICE SOMEONE WITH A BLACK DOT ON THE PALM, Call THE POLICE mmediately. It is important to
know that the black dot means that the person is in trouble.
there is campaign under the name: “Black Dot Campaign“� that is started with intention to recognize victims of domestic abuse.

This black dot on the hand indicates a call for help.

It is very simple: victims of domestic violence with black dot on their palms discreetly can show that they´re in danger. Therefore, if you
sometimes notice such person with a black dot on his/her palm, you can help this person and call the police at the same moment.The
organizers behind this campaign stated: “The black dot on the hand lets professionals know you´re a really vulnerable domestic
violence survivor, and that you need help but can´t ask because your abuser is watching your every move. In just 24 hours, the
campaign has reached over 6,000 people worldwide, and has already helped 6 women. Please spread It is important if somebody
shows you their hand with a dot.  

The silent cry for help

The Silent cry for help is a cry that goes unnoticed so many women and men in our own country and around the world go to a dark
Corner and cry because they know that nobody can see the abuse that is taking place within their marriage or buy a partner the Silent
cry is the Crying that nobody sees in the face of the one that is hurting.
The hurt from the painful wish I'm hoping that someone would recognise And Take Control and stop the hurt.

Sometimes the abuser train the abused the show no signs of the hell they are living in.
But now there is one sign that could save a life and it has become the Silent cry of those who are abused by domestic violence the
black dot in the palm of the hand
The sign that begs for help the cry to be saved.
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